
 

 

 

Route naar Landgoed Zonheuvel - Doorn 

 

 

How to reach estate Zonheuvel 
Zonheuvel is located on the main road 
between Maarn and Doorn  

 
 
 
 
 

 
By car from Zwolle/Amersfoort from node Hoevelaken 
By car from Zwolle/Amersfoort from node Hoevelaken (A28) 
Riding on the A28 motorway, take the exit Maarn/Amersfoort-South (exit 5). Turn left direction Maarn 
(N227) and after 12 km you will find yourself on the Amersfoortseweg. After about two kilometres (in front 
of  post 9.7) you will find on your left the grounds of Zonheuvel. The area has ample parking. 

 
By car from Arnhem (A12) 
Driving on the A12 keep left to drive in the direction of the exit Maarsbergen (exit 22).Take exit 22 
Maarsbergen to N226 to woudenberg/Leersum/Maarn/sleeping at the roundabout, take the 1st exit onto 
Woudenbergseweg/N226. Turn left into Tuindorpweg and turn left again to the N227. You are now on 
the Amersfoortseweg. After about two kilometres (in front of  post 9.7) you will find on your left the 
grounds of Zonheuvel. The area has ample parking. 
 

By car from Utrecht/Amsterdam/Den Haag 
At node Oudenrijn choose the A12 toward Arnhem. Take the exit Maarn-Doorn. You are going to turn 
right in the direction of Doorn. You are now on the Amersfoortseweg. After about two kilometres (in 
front of post 9.7) you will find on your left the grounds of Zonheuvel. The area has ample parking. 

 
By car from Den Bosch (A2) and from Breda/Gorinchem (A27) 
Driving on the A2, at the Everdingen node, take the A27 towards Almere-Hilversum. At the Lunetten 
node, take the A12 towards Arnhem. You take the exit Maarn-Doorn. Turn right in the direction of 
Doorn. You are now on the Amersfoortseweg. After about two miles (in front of  post 9.7) you will find 
the Zonheuvel site on your left. The site has ample parking. 

 
By train from Schiphol to station Driebergen-Zeist 
From Schiphol airport there is a direct connection to Driebergen-Zeist. The train comes every half an 
hour. Journey time is approximately 50 minutes. 
 

Public transport 
Zonheuvel is easily accessible by public transport. For up-to-date travel information, you can plan your 
trip on www.ov9292.nl. From Station Driebergen Zeist you can also take a taxi to Doorn. Which can be 
reserved at Taxi Driebergen: 0343-841730 or Taxi Maarn: 06-16481004. 

 


